
DESIGN PROJECT: Wikipedia

Designer: Sherrie Thai

I was tasked to redesign a well-known site and think about the User Experience 
through Visual and UI Design.  
 
The following pages is a glimpse into the design and thought process of reworking 
the Desktop and Mobile redesign of Wikipedia.



OBJECTIVE
Redesign Wikipedia Homepage for Desktop and Mobile: create better usability and structure.  
 
Wikipedia’s articles are based on Search and Discoverability. Create hierarchy of page elements to enhance 
the Search feature and make it easier for people to discover more articles since people are viewing more 
than creating/editing. 



APPROACH

-Research

-Ideation: Organize architecture/ content hierarchy

-Sketch

-Design

AuDIEnCE
 
Wikipedia Users have a greater interest in the text  
content rather than the visuals. 

Task: Emphasize functionality and core content.



RESEARCH

Researched competitors and news channels:

-Common patterns?
-How is info displayed?
-Hierarchy of info?

Understand Wikipedia’s  
architecture and information.

Marry the two formats:  
news and informational sites 



IDEATIOn
Initial findings and explorations to understand the flow of information and hierarchy. 

HOMEPAGE

Main Nav
Featured articles
Links

Top Search Box

Account:
Sign up
Log In
Settings

Contributions:
Talk
View Past Contributions

Search

Contribute

Discover
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HIERARCHY



IDEATIOn: Content Changes (group by association and functionality)

-Search Feature: “Search” box has greater hierarchy

-Renaming:  “Main Page” to “Home” , best practice

-Navigation: from Side Menu to Top Level Nav for greater visibility, enhancing “discoverability”

-”Page Info” New Section: Reorganization of Page-specific actions for better functionality (his-
tory, printing, etc)

-Language setting: needs to be easier to change--highlight and move to the top

-Portals: ”Contents” page houses all the “portals” already, so the additional “portal” list section has 
been removed from the homepage. Upon research, Wikipedia is contemplating removal of all 
portals, so there is deemphasis on the portal topics in general in the redesign 
 
-Removal of extra links: The Side Menu information on the current Wikipedia page was mostly 
repetition of what’s presented on the page itself. The information was reorganized to eliminate 
repetition. 
 
-Edit/Contribution section:
-”Contributions” is highlighted, where a page can be edited anonymously
-“Account” is also highlighted, where User logs in and can edit/create new pages



SKETCH

Grid Guide: 12 Column grid



DESIGn

-Branding: Content is king! Similar branding and color scheme to original. Emphasis 
on text content, not dependent on flashy imagery. Functional, informative, but with 
more white space and hierarchy to allow for greater readability.

-Icons: Number of icons were kept to a minimum to allow for greater accessibility 
(clarity of text usage) and less ambiguity of what icons mean

-Grid: Use of 12 column grid for flexibility 

-Menus: Use of dropdown menus for organization

-Navigation: Top nav allows for more content to “breathe” and leaves more room for 
content. Simplification of navigation elements and highlights of core content. An 
arrow indicates dropdown menu. If there is no arrow present, then the link will go to 
another page.



DESIGn: Desktop



DESIGn: Desktop Dropdowns



DESIGn: Mobile

-Created for Iphone 8/ Iphone 7

-Two Column format

-More spacing between elements for 
touch affordance, larger text for read-
ability and accessibility

-Menu options are simplified, with 
core links only

-When Search is tapped, a dropdown 
appears; User clicks on X to close

-When Menu is tapped, a dropdown
appears; User clicks on X to close

-Links for featured areas are 
 left-aligned and stacked


